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Abstract
El Niño induces an anomalous lower-tropospheric anticyclone over the tropical Northwest Pacific (NWP), accompanied by
suppressed local convection and rainfall. The tropical NWP anomalies persist until the following summer, with major effects
on the Asian summer monsoons. Based on the phase 5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) multi-model
ensemble, this study finds that climate models commonly underestimate this El Niño-NWP teleconnection with too weak
tropical NWP anticyclone and rainfall anomalies in post-El Niño summers, potentially limiting the models’ skill in seasonal
prediction of the Asian summer monsoons. The analyses show that such underestimated NWP anomalies in post-El Niño
summers in CMIP5 models can be traced back to the well-known excessive equatorial Pacific cold tongue error in the mean.
Models with an excessive westward extension of Pacific cold tongue tend to displace westward the simulated pattern of
El Niño-related warm SST anomalies along the equator. The warm SST biases over the western Pacific in CMIP5 models
would enhance the local atmospheric convection/rainfall and induce low-level cyclonic circulation anomalies over the tropical NWP with a Gill-type Rossby wave response, resulting in the commonly underestimated NWP anticyclone and rainfall
anomalies during post-El Niño summers. The present results, along with our previous finding that the equatorial cold tongue
bias would distort the projections of tropical Pacific warming pattern under increased greenhouse gas scenario, imply that
reducing equatorial cold tongue bias in models can substantially improve climate simulation and prediction/projection for
the tropical Pacific and Asian monsoons.
Keywords Equatorial Pacific cold tongue · Model error · El Niño · Tropical Northwest Pacific anticyclone · Asian summer
monsoons · Matsuno-Gill dynamics

1 Introduction
El Niño events are characterized by anomalous warming
of sea surface temperature (SST) in the central and eastern equatorial Pacific on interannual timescale, exerting
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profound impacts on weather and climate around the globe
(Zhang et al. 1996; Trenberth et al. 1998; Huang and Wu
1989; Webster and Yang 1992; Klein et al. 1999; Wang
et al. 1999, 2006; Alexander et al. 2002; Wu et al. 2003; Du
et al. 2011). For instance, El Niño remotely influences the
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interannual variability of monsoon circulation and rainfall
over the tropical Northwest Pacific (NWP) through atmospheric teleconnections (Wang et al. 2000) and/or by inducing the tropical Indian Ocean (IO) SST response (Yang et al.
2007; Xie et al. 2009; Kosaka et al. 2013).
As a result of the remote forcing from the equatorial
Pacific SST warming, an anomalous lower-tropospheric
anticyclone develops rapidly over the tropical NWP during
the El Niño mature phase (usually boreal winter; Wang et al.
2000). This anomalous El Niño-induced anticyclone over
the tropical NWP can persist from winter to the following
summer (Yang et al. 2007; Xie et al. 2009). Accompanied
by suppressed local convection and rainfall, the anomalous
summer NWP anticyclone is part of the Pacific-Japan pattern
(Nitta 1986, 1987) [also known as the East Asia-Pacific pattern (Huang and Sun 1992)] with important climatic effects
on the East Asian summer monsoon to the north (Huang and
Wu 1989; Chang et al. 2000) and the South Asian summer
monsoon to the west (Mishra et al. 2012; Li et al. 2017). For
example, the anomalous anticyclone in a post-El Niño summer would prevent the seasonal northward migration of the
East Asian Meiyu-Baiu rain band and bring anomalously wet
and cool conditions to the Yangtze River valley, Korea, and
Japan (e.g., the great Yangtze River flood during the summer of 1998) via the Pacific-Japan pattern (Chowdary et al.
2011), as well as reduce land rainfall over the eastern IndoGangetic Plain through weakening the South Asian monsoon
winds (Chowdary et al. 2013). The anomalous tropical NWP
anticyclone during El Niño decaying summers is a key system that bridges the equatorial Pacific El Niño events and
Asian summer monsoon circulation/rainfall variabilities.
Therefore, the correlation between the anomalous summer
anticyclone over the tropical NWP and the preceding winter
El Niño is a potential source of seasonal predictability of the
Asian summer monsoons that could benefit the socioeconomic livelihood of billions of people.
During the past two decades, studies have been conducted to understand the physical mechanisms for the
El Niño-NWP anticyclone teleconnection. For example,
Wang et al. (2000) suggested that the development and
persistence of the anomalous El Niño-excited anticyclone
result primarily from the coupling with local SST cooling
via a Rossby-wave response. A nonlinear interaction mechanism between atmospheric responses to interannual El
Niño SST anomalies of the tropical Pacific and the background annual cycle is also suggested to be responsible for
the rapid growth of anomalous anticyclone (Stuecker et al.
2013, 2015). Another hypothesis suggests that El Niñoinduced IO basin (IOB) warming can persist through the
following summer when El Niño-related SST anomalies
have largely dissipated over the equatorial Pacific (Yang
et al. 2007; Xie et al. 2009; Yoo et al. 2006). It can contribute to the suppressed summer convection/rainfall and
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anticyclonic circulation anomalies over the tropical NWP
through exciting a warm Kelvin wave penetrating into the
equatorial western Pacific (Xie et al. 2009). On the other
hand, the anomalous easterly winds on the south flank of
the anticyclone warm the North IO SST by weakening
the monsoon westerlies and reducing surface evaporation
(Du et al. 2009; Kosaka et al. 2013). The air-sea coupling
between the anticyclone and North IO warming under the
summer monsoon westerlies constitutes a positive feedback (Xie et al. 2009; Kosaka et al. 2013; Li et al. 2016a).
This is known as the Indo-western Pacific Ocean capacitor
(IPOC) effect (Xie et al. 2016), illustrating the importance
of interannual IOB SST warming for anomalous tropical
NWP anticyclone during the summers following El Niño.
Figure 1 compares the composited anomalies of precipitation, sea level pressure (SLP), and 850-hPa winds
in post-El Niño summers between observations and the
multi-model ensemble (MME) mean simulations of 20
coupled general circulation models (CGCMs; see Table 1).
The CGCM outputs are derived from the historical simulations in phase 5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison
Project (CMIP5; Taylor et al. 2012). Observations show
that the anomalous lower-tropospheric anticyclone accompanied by negative convection/rainfall anomalies appears
over the tropical NWP during El Niño decaying summers.
In contrast, the tropical NWP anticyclone and negative
rainfall anomalies in post-El Niño summers are much
weaker in the CMIP5 MME mean simulations compared
to observations, potentially limiting the models’ skill in
seasonal prediction of the Asian summer monsoons (Nitta
1987; Huang and Wu 1989; Chang et al. 2000; Chowdary
et al. 2011; Mishra et al. 2012; Li et al. 2017). It is unclear
whether such underestimated circulation and rainfall
anomalies over the tropical NWP in CMIP5 CGCMs
are ascribed to the simulated biases in El Niño or IOB
amplitudes.
Previous studies suggested that the underestimated El
Niño-NWP summer monsoon relationship in CGCMs might
be originated from the biases in tropical IO SST anomalies
(Hu et al. 2014) or SST anomaly gradients between the tropical IO and equatorial western Pacific (Jiang et al. 2017) during El Niño decaying summers. However, the present study
suggests that the errors in tropical IO SST anomalies are not
important for the simulated biases of anomalous NWP summer anticyclone, and emphasizes the key role of an excessive
westward extension of El Niño-related warm SST anomalies in the underestimated relationship between El Niño and
anomalous tropical NWP summer anticyclone in CGCMs.
This is reminiscent of the excessive westward extension of
equatorial Pacific cold tongue that is a common bias for the
tropical climate simulation in the mean state (Li et al. 2015)
and has persisted in several generations of climate models
over two decades (Mechoso et al. 1995; Yu and Mechoso

Effect of excessive equatorial Pacific cold tongue bias on the El Niño-Northwest Pacific summer…
Fig. 1  Composited anomalies
of precipitation (color shaded,
mm/day), SLP (contours, Pa),
and 850-hPa winds (vectors,
m/s) for El Niño decaying summers (June–August) between
a observations and b the
multi-model ensemble (MME)
mean simulations of 20 coupled
general circulation models
(CGCMs). The wind speed
smaller than 0.2 m/s has been
masked out
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(a)
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1999; Latif et al. 2001; Lin 2007; de Szoeke and Xie 2008;
Li and Xie 2012, 2014; Zheng et al. 2012; Li et al. 2016b).
This study examines the nature and source of the biases
in tropical NWP monsoon circulation and rainfall anomalies
during El Niño decaying summers in 20 CMIP5 CGCMs.
We show that CMIP5 CGCMs commonly underestimate
the anomalous anticyclone over the tropical NWP in post-El
Niño summers. Our analysis reveals that such biases of the El
Niño-NWP summer monsoon teleconnection in CGCMs can
be traced back to the equatorial Pacific cold tongue bias in the
mean. Models with an excessive extension of equatorial Pacific
cold tongue tend to displace westward the simulated pattern
of El Niño-related warm SST anomalies. The resultant warm
SST biases over the western Pacific would enhance the local
atmospheric convection/rainfall and induce low-level cyclonic
circulation anomalies over the tropical NWP with a Gill-type
Rossby wave response, artificially weakening the NWP anomalous anticyclone. Our results highlight the importance of a
realistic equatorial Pacific cold tongue simulation in the mean

state for reducing the errors of El Niño SST anomaly pattern
and its NWP climate teleconnections in CGCMs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we
describe the models, datasets, and methods used in this study.
Section 3 provides a brief description of the biases in tropical
NWP monsoon circulation and rainfall anomalies during El
Niño decaying summers in CMIP5 CGCMs. Section 4 investigates the possible sources of the commonly underestimated
anomalous anticyclone over the tropical NWP in post-El Niño
summers and traces the errors back to the excessive equatorial
Pacific cold tongue bias in the mean in CGCMs. Section 5 is
a summary with discussions.
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Table 1  A list of 20 CMIP5 models used in this study
Model name

Model group (or center)

ACCESS1-0
bcc-csm1-1-m
CanCM4
CanESM2
CCSM4
CESM1-FASTCHEM
CESM1-WACCM
CMCC-CMS
FIO-ESM
GFDL-CM3
HadCM3
HadGEM2-AO
inmcm4
IPSL-CM5A-LR
IPSL-CM5A-MR
MIROC5
MPI-ESM-LR
MPI-ESM-MR
MRI-CGCM3
NorESM1-ME

CSIRO-BOM
BCC
CCCMA
CCCMA
NCAR
NCAR
NSF-DOE-NCAR
CMCC
SOA
NOAA GFDL
MOHC
MOHC
INM
IPSL
IPSL
MIROC
MPI-M
MPI-M
MRI
NCC

2 Models, datasets, and methods
2.1 Models and datasets
We examine the monthly mean outputs of the historical runs
from 20 CMIP5 CGCMs (Taylor et al. 2012). Table 1 shows
the model names and modeling groups (or centers). Further information on individual models is available online
at http://cmip-pcmdi.llnl.gov/cmip5/availability.html. Precipitation, sea surface temperature (SST), sea level pressure
(SLP), zonal and meridional winds at 850 hPa and 200 hPa,
and tropospheric temperature from 850 to 200 hPa are used.
Here, we only use one ensemble member (“r1i1p1”) run
for each model. The MME mean in this study is defined as
the composite average of all El Niño events identified in 20
CMIP5 CGCMs, unless otherwise specified.
For comparison, we examine the observed and reanalyzed (assimilated) datasets (for simplicity referred to as
observations). Specifically, the precipitation is obtained
from the Climate Prediction Center (CPC) Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP; Xie and Arkin 1997). The
SST is gained from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) Extended Reconstructed Sea Surface Temperature (ERSST; Smith et al. 2008). The SLP,
zonal and meridional winds, and tropospheric temperature
from the National Centers for Environmental PredictionNational Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP-NCAR)
reanalysis project (Kalnay et al. 1996) are used. We also
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examine the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF) reanalysis data for SLP, and zonal
and meridional winds (ERA-Interim; Dee et al. 2011). The
results from the ERA-Interim reanalysis are almost identical
to the NCEP-NCAR reanalysis, and are therefore not shown
in this study. All model outputs and observational datasets
are interpolated to a uniform 2° × 2° horizontal grid. In this
study, we examine the 1979–2005 period for both model
outputs and observational datasets owing to the data availability and reliability, unless otherwise specified. We also
extend the present analysis period to 1948–2005 by using
the NCEP-NCAR reanalysis data. The results (not shown)
are very similar to the 1979–2005 period, documenting the
robustness of the present results.

2.2 Definitions of the El Niño events and anomalous
NWP anticyclone indices
We identify El Niño events based on the Ocean Niño Index
(ONI), which is 3-month running mean of SST anomalies
in the Niño3.4 region (170°W–120°W, 5°N–5°S). The ONI
exceeding 0.5 °C for at least five consecutive months and
reaching a mature phase in boreal winters defines an El Niño
event. Further information about ONI is available online at
http://origin.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/analysis_monit
oring/ensostuff/ONI_v5.php from the CPC in NOAA. Here
we examine the El Niño events based on the 1979–2005
period in both observations and models, unless otherwise
specified.
To quantitatively represent the atmospheric circulation and rainfall variabilities associated with the El Niñoinduced anomalous anticyclone over the tropical NWP, we
introduce three indices for boreal summers. The NWP monsoon circulation index associated with anomalous summer
anticyclone (hereafter UI) is defined as the difference of
the averaged 850-hPa zonal wind anomalies between the
two regions (100°E–130°E, 5°N–15°N and 110°E–140°E,
20°N–30°N), following the work of Wang et al. (2001). The
NWP anticyclone is in essence a Gill-type Rossby wave
circulation response to the convective heating caused by the
NWP precipitation anomalies (Fig. 1a; also see Wang et al.
2000; Xie et al. 2009; Lu and Lu 2015; Liu et al. 2018).
The NWP precipitation index (hereafter PRI) is defined
as the precipitation anomalies averaged over the region
(110°E–160°E, 10°N–20°N), following the work of Lu
and Lu (2015). Actually, the correlation coefficient between
the observed UI and PRI reaches up to 0.83, exceeding the
0.001 significance level according to the Student’s t test.
Both the UI and PRI reflect identical summer variability
associated with anomalous tropical NWP anticyclone, but
from the viewpoint of atmospheric circulation and rainfall,
respectively. In addition, the anomalous NWP anticyclone is
accompanied with a rise of local SLP, as shown in Fig. 1a.
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Therefore, we also define a SLP index (hereafter SLPI)
using the difference of the SLP anomalies between the
averages over the two regions (120°E–170°E, 15°N–25°N
and 120°E–170°E, 5°S–5°N). The correlation coefficient
between the SLPI and UI in observations is as high as
− 0.81, exceeding the 0.001 significance level according to
the Student’s t test.

2.3 Sensitivity experiment
We perform a sensitivity experiment using the Community
Atmosphere Model version 4 (CAM4; Gent et al. 2011)
developed by the NCAR. First, we prepare three types of
SST fields: SST0, SST1, and SST2. SST0 is the global climatological SST with seasonal cycle during 1979–2008
derived from observations (Hurrell et al. 2008). SST1 is
the composited monthly SST anomalies over the tropics
(20°S–20°N) for the El Niño decaying years during the
period of 1979–2005 from the ERSST. SST1 outside the
tropics is set to zero. SST2 is the bias pattern of El Niño
Fig. 2  Relationships of the PRI
with a UI and b SLPI during El
Niño decaying summers among
observations and 20 CMIP5
CGCMs. The inter-model correlation (r) is shown at the bottom
in each panel

SST anomalies over the tropical Pacific (120°E–80°W,
20°S–20°N) related to the equatorial Pacific cold tongue
bias. SST2 is shown in the black box of Fig. 9d, and set
to zero outside the tropical Pacific. Two Atmospheric
Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP)-type experiments are performed: Exp_CNTL, a control run forced by
(SST0 + SST1), and Exp_SE, a sensitivity run forced by
(SST0 + SST1 + SST2). We run the experiments for 30 years
and the average of the last 20 years is analyzed. The differences between the Exp_SE and Exp_CNTL represent the
atmospheric responses to the bias pattern of El Niño SST
anomalies related to the equatorial Pacific cold tongue bias.

3 Model biases in the tropical NWP
monsoon circulation/rainfall anomalies
Figure 2 examines the relationships between the tropical
NWP pressure (anticyclonic) and rainfall anomalies during El Niño decaying summers among observations and 20

(a)

(b)
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CMIP5 CGCMs. The CMIP5 CGCMs commonly simulate
too weak tropical NWP pressure (anticyclonic) and negative
rainfall anomalies during post-El Niño summers. The intermodel variations in the NWP summer SLP (anticyclonic)
and rainfall anomalies are considerable. Some models (e.g.
CanESM2, HadCM3, inmcm4, and MPI-ESM-MR) even
have low-level cyclonic circulation and positive rainfall
anomalies over the tropical NWP during El Niño decaying
summers. Models with weaker (stronger) negative rainfall
anomalies tend to produce physically consistent weaker
(stronger) low-level anticyclonic circulation and positive
SLP anomalies, with the inter-model correlations of 0.90
and − 0.76, respectively. Statistically, both the inter-model
correlation coefficients exceed the 0.001 significance level
according to the Student’s t test. This feature is suggestive of
a Rossby wave circulation response to the convective heating associated with NWP rainfall anomalies, in terms of the
Matsuno (1966) and Gill (1980) dynamics.

4 Origin of the anomalous tropical NWP
anticyclone/rainfall biases
4.1 The El Niño and IOB amplitudes
As we have known, the summer pressure (anticyclonic) and
rainfall anomalies over the tropical NWP are closely associated with the IOB SST warming (Yang et al. 2007; Xie et al.
2009) that is induced by the preceding winter El Niño and
sustained by mutual ocean–atmosphere interactions between
the tropical IO and NWP (Kosaka et al. 2013; Xie et al.
2016). Here we examine whether the underestimated tropical NWP circulation/rainfall anomalies in CMIP5 CGCMs
are originated from the simulated biases in El Niño or IOB
amplitudes. Figure 3a, b compare the composited monthly
mean Niño3.4 and IOB SST anomalies from January of the
El Niño development year to December of the following year
between observations and the MME simulations, respectively. Compared to observations, CMIP5 CGCMs satisfactorily reproduce the El Niño phase locking with the tendency
of Niño3.4 SST anomalies to peak during boreal winters and
decay rapidly during the following springs as well as the El
Niño SST anomaly amplitudes. The inter-model relationship
between the simulated tropical NWP anticyclonic anomalies and El Niño amplitudes is not statistically significant
(r = − 0.14; Fig. 4a), suggesting that the commonly underestimated NWP circulation/rainfall anomalies during decaying
El Niño summers in CMIP5 CGCMs are not associated with
the simulated biases in El Niño amplitudes.
CMIP5 CGCMs also reproduce the evolution of interannual IOB SST anomalies very well, including a peculiar double-peak IOB SST warming with the second peak persisting
through the decaying El Niño summers. The simulated IOB
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3  Comparisons of composited monthly mean SST (°C) anomalies for the a Niño3.4 region (170°W–120°W, 5°N–5°S) and b Indian
Ocean basin (IOB; 20°S–20°N, 40°E–110°E) from January of the El
Niño development year to December of the following year between
observations and the MME simulations. The black triangle at the
bottom in each panel denotes December of the El Niño development
year. Error bars for the MME simulations indicate the standard deviation spread among 20 CMIP5 CGCMs

SST warming amplitudes in CMIP5 CGCMs are comparable
to the observed one (Fig. 3b). While CGCMs with a stronger
El Niño amplitude tend to feature a larger interannual IOB
SST warming amplitude with the inter-model correlation
of 0.59 exceeding the 0.01 significance level according to
the Student’s t test (Fig. 4c), the inter-model relationship
between the simulated tropical NWP anticyclonic anomalies and interannual IOB warming amplitudes is not statistically significant (r = − 0.26; Fig. 4b). All this suggests that
the common underestimation of tropical NWP circulation
and rainfall anomalies during decaying El Niño summers in
CMIP5 CGCMs does not originate from the simulated biases
in El Niño or IOB amplitudes.

4.2 The mean cold tongue bias
To explore the source of the underestimated El Niño-NWP
summer monsoon relationship in CMIP5 CGCMs, we
choose four models (CanESM2, HadCM3, MPI-ESM-LR,
and MPI-ESM-MR) as the strong tropical NWP anticyclone
bias (NWPAC−) models, and four models (CCSM4, FIOESM, GFDL-CM3, and MIROC5) as the weak and nontropical NWP anticyclone bias (NWPAC+) models based on
the UI as shown in Fig. 2a. Indeed, while NWPAC+ models well capture the tropical NWP anticyclonic and rainfall
anomalies, NWPAC− models have too weak anticyclonic

Effect of excessive equatorial Pacific cold tongue bias on the El Niño-Northwest Pacific summer…
Fig. 4  Scatterplots of the UI
versus a Niño3.4 SST anomalies
during El Niño mature winters
(from December of the El Niño
development year to February
of the following year) and b
IOB SST anomalies during El
Niño decaying summers and
c the Niño3.4 SST anomalies
during El Niño mature winters
versus IOB SST anomalies during El Niño decaying summers
among observations and 20
CMIP5 CGCMs. The intermodel correlation (r) is shown
at the bottom in each panel

(a)
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(b)

(c)

Fig. 5  Composited anomalies of precipitation (color
shaded, mm/day) and 850-hPa
winds (vectors, m/s) during
El Niño decaying summers
for a NWPAC+ models and b
NWPAC− models

(a)

(b)
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and rainfall anomalies in post-El Niño summers (Fig. 5). All
the analysis results based on the SLPI and PRI are also very
similar, and thus we only give the results based on the UI in
this study, unless otherwise specified.
Figure 6a–c show the composited SST anomalies over the tropical Pacific and IO during El Niño
mature winters for observations, NWPAC+ models, and
NWPAC− models, respectively. Both the N
 WPAC+ models
and NWPAC− models represent interannual SST warming
over the central and eastern equatorial Pacific, with comparable magnitude to observations. We note that, however,
the equatorial Pacific SST warming in NWPAC− models

Fig. 6  Composited SST (°C)
anomalies over the tropical
Pacific and Indian Ocean during El Niño mature winters for
a observations, b NWPAC+
models, c NWPAC− models,
and d the differences between
NWPAC− and NWPAC+
models. The stippling in d indicates the differences between
NWPAC− and NWPAC+
models exceeding the 0.05
significance level

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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penetrates too far westward than those in observations and
NWPAC+ models. Figure 6d shows the composited El Niño
SST anomaly difference between NWPAC− and NWPAC+
models. Statistically significant warm SST anomalies
appear over the equatorial western Pacific for simulated
El Niño events between N
 WPAC− models and N
 WPAC+
models, consistent with the excessive westward extension
of equatorial Pacific SST warming in NWPAC− models.
Similar warm SST anomaly biases between NWPAC− models and observations also exist over the equatorial western
Pacific (figure not shown). In particular, the multi-model
statistics (Fig. 7) indicates that models with warm biases in

Effect of excessive equatorial Pacific cold tongue bias on the El Niño-Northwest Pacific summer…
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Fig. 7  Relationship between
the SST anomalies averaged over the western Pacific
(150°E–180°E, 6°S–6°N) and
UI during post-El Niño summers among observations and
20 CMIP5 CGCMs. The intermodel correlation (r) is shown
at the bottom

simulated El Niño SST anomalies over the western Pacific
tend to have weaker tropical NWP anticyclonic anomalies
during post-El Niño summers, with the inter-model correlations of 0.65. Statistically, the inter-model correlation coefficient exceeds the 0.01 significance level according to the
Student’s t test. This suggests that the excessive westward
extension of simulated El Niño-related warm SST anomalies is important for the underestimation of tropical NWP
circulation/rainfall anomalies during El Niño decaying summers in CMIP5 CGCMs.
The excessive westward extension of the simulated El
Niño-related warm SST anomalies in the equatorial Pacific
is associated with that of the simulated equatorial Pacific
cold tongue that is a common bias in the mean state in
CMIP5 CGCMs. Inter-model statistics supports this hypothesis. Indeed, models with a stronger equatorial Pacific cold
tongue in the mean tend to display warmer SST anomaly
biases in the equatorial western Pacific during post-El Niño
summers, with an inter-model correlation of − 0.61 exceeding the 0.01 significance level according to the Student’s t
test (Fig. 8a). To further highlight the effects of equatorial
Pacific cold tongue bias on climate simulations, we choose
four models (HadCM3, inmcm4, MPI-ESM-LR, and MPIESM-MR) of the lowest cold tongue SSTs as the cool cold
tongue (cCT) models, and four models (CCSM4, CESM1FASTCHEM, CMCC-CMS, and FIO-ESM) of the highest
cold tongue SSTs as the warm cold tongue (wCT) models
based on the mean SSTs over the equatorial Pacific cold
tongue (160°E–90°W, 2°S–2°N) as shown in Fig. 8a. While
wCT models well reproduce the observed pattern of El Niño
SST anomalies, cCT models have an excessive westward
extension of interannual SST warming along the equatorial

Pacific and thus too warm SST anomalies in the equatorial western Pacific (Fig. 9). Meanwhile, the inter-model
relationship between the equatorial Pacific cold tongue
SSTs in the mean and Niño3.4 SST anomalies during El
Niño mature winters is not statistically significant (r = 0.32;
Fig. 8b). This implies that the equatorial Pacific cold tongue
biases in CMIP5 CGCMs would not significantly affect the
simulated amplitude of the El Niño-related SST anomalies
but result in an excessive westward extension of interannual
El Niño SST warming along the equatorial Pacific.
We now examine the relationship between the excessive
equatorial Pacific cold tongue bias in the mean and underestimated El Niño-NWP summer teleconnections. Figure 10
shows the relationship of the equatorial Pacific cold tongue
SSTs in the mean with the anomalous tropical NWP circulation and rainfall anomalies during post-El Niño summers
among CMIP5 CGCMs. Models with a stronger equatorial
Pacific cold tongue would exhibit weaker tropical NWP
anticyclonic and negative rainfall anomalies, with the intermodel correlations of − 0.74 and − 0.71, respectively. Statistically, both the inter-model correlation coefficients exceed
the 0.001 significance level according to the Student’s t test.
Thus, such underestimated El Niño teleconnections to the
tropical NWP monsoon circulation and rainfall anomalies
during post-El Niño summers in CMIP5 CGCMs can be
traced back to the well-known excessive equatorial Pacific
cold tongue error in the mean.

4.3 Physical process of error development
In Sect. 4.2, we have identified the statistical relationship between the excessive Pacific cold tongue bias and
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Fig. 8  Scatterplots of the mean
SSTs over the equatorial Pacific
cold tongue (160°E–90°W,
2°S–2°N) versus SST anomalies
averaged over a the western
Pacific during El Niño decaying
summers and b the Niño3.4
region during El Niño mature
winters among observations and
20 CMIP5 CGCMs. The intermodel correlation (r) is shown
in each panel

G. Li et al.

(a)

(b)

underestimated tropical NWP pressure (anticyclonic) and
rainfall anomalies during post-El Niño summers in CMIP5
CGCMs. However, it is still unclear how the Pacific cold
tongue bias affects the simulations of El Niño-NWP summer teleconnections. Figure 11a–c show the composited differences in SST and 850-hPa streamfunction and rotational
wind anomalies between cCT models and wCT models during El Niño mature winters, decaying springs, and decaying
summers, respectively. Pronounced positive SST anomalies
over the western Pacific indicate an excessive westward
extension of El Niño SST warming along the equator. They
can persist from El Niño mature winters to the following
summers.
The western Pacific warming in cCT models during
El Niño mature winters, decaying springs, and decaying
summers enhances the local atmospheric convection and
upper-level divergence, which is supported by the upperlevel velocity potential and divergent wind (Fig. 12). The
abnormal convective heating associated with the western
Pacific upper-level divergence, in term of the Matsuno-Gill
dynamics, induces low-level cyclonic circulation anomalies
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over the tropical NWP (Fig. 11), resulting in too weak an
anticyclonic circulation response over the tropical NWP
during post-El Niño summers in cCT models (Figs. 1,
2). This is essentially a Rossby wave circulation response
to the enhanced convective heating. Such a Rossby wave
response is also evident in tropospheric temperature. Owing
to abnormal SST warming (Fig. 11c) and enhanced convective heating (Fig. 12c) in the western Pacific, tropospheric
temperature is warmed over the tropical NWP in post-El
Niño summers with physically consistent upper-level anticyclonic anomalies in cCT models (Fig. 13c). The resultant
anomalous upper-level divergence over the tropical NWP
promotes convective heating accompanied by anomalous
low-level cyclonic circulation, leading to underestimated El
Niño-induced tropical NWP summer anticyclonic anomalies
in cCT models. All this highlights the importance of excessive westward extensions of simulated mean cold tongue
and El Niño-related warm SST anomalies in the equatorial
Pacific for the underestimated El Niño-NWP summer teleconnections in CMIP5 models.
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Fig. 9  Composited SST (°C) anomalies over the tropical Pacific and
Indian Ocean during El Niño mature winters for a observations,
b wCT models, and c cCT models, and d the differences between
cCT and wCT models. The stippling in d indicates the differences

between cCT and wCT models exceeding the 0.05 significance level.
The black box in d shows the tropical Pacific region (120°E–80°W,
20°S–20°N) where the SST anomalies are used to force the sensitivity experiment (see Sect. 2.3 for details)

To further corroborate the effect of the bias pattern of
El Niño SST anomalies related to the equatorial Pacific
cold tongue bias, we perform an experiment by using the
NCAR CAM4 as described in detail in Sect. 2.3. With the
tropical Pacific bias pattern of El Niño SST anomalies (as

shown in the black box of Fig. 9d) related to the equatorial
Pacific cold tongue bias, the model reproduces the Gilltype Rossby circulation, precipitation, and tropospheric
temperature responses (Fig. 14). The low-level cyclonic
circulation biases over the tropical NWP associated with
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Fig. 10  Scatterplots of the mean
SSTs over the equatorial Pacific
cold tongue versus a UI and b
PRI during El Niño decaying
summers among observations
and 20 CMIP5 CGCMs. The
inter-model correlation (r) is
shown in each panel
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(a)

(b)

the equatorial Pacific cold tongue bias would weaken the
tropical NWP anticyclone and rainfall anomalies during
post-El Niño summers. As a result, CMIP5 CGCMs commonly have too weak El Niño-induced tropical NWP summer anticyclonic anomalies, consistent with the CMIP5
multi-model analysis. This confirms the role of the equatorial Pacific cold tongue bias in the underestimated El
Niño-NWP summer monsoon teleconnections in CMIP5
CGCMs.

5 Summary and discussions
Observations show that El Niño events can induce coherent low-level anticyclonic circulation and negative rainfall anomalies over the tropical NWP, which persist from
boreal winter to the following summer. The tropical NWP
anomalies bridge the preceding winter eastern Pacific
SST warming and the Asian summer monsoons, exerting
important effects on summer climate anomalies over the
Indo-western Pacific, East Asia, and South Asia. Unfortunately, CMIP5 CGCMs commonly underestimate such El
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Niño-NWP climate teleconnections with too weak tropical
NWP pressure (anticyclonic) and rainfall anomalies during post-El Niño summers, potentially limiting the models’ skill in predicting the Asian summer monsoons. The
present analysis suggests that the underestimated El Niño
teleconnections to the tropical NWP monsoon circulation
and rainfall anomalies during post-El Niño summers in
CMIP5 CGCMs can be traced back to the well-known
excessive equatorial Pacific cold tongue error in the mean.
Climate models with an excessive westward extension of
Pacific cold tongue tend to displace westward the simulated pattern of El Niño warm SST anomalies along the
equator. The resultant warm SST biases over the western Pacific during post-El Niño summers would enhance
the local atmospheric convection/rainfall and upper-level
divergence in CGCMs. The anomalous convective heating,
in term of the Matsuno-Gill dynamics, induces low-level
cyclonic circulation anomalies over the NWP, resulting in
the commonly underestimated responses of anticyclonic
circulation and rainfall during post-El Niño summers in
CMIP5 CGCMs.

Effect of excessive equatorial Pacific cold tongue bias on the El Niño-Northwest Pacific summer…
Fig. 11  cCT minus wCT
conposited differences of SST
(color shaded, °C) and 850-hPa
streamfunction (contour interval: 0.5 × 106/s1) and rotational
wind (vectors, m/s) anomalies during El Niño a mature
winters, b decaying springs
(March–May), and c decaying
summers. Wind speeds smaller
than 0.75 m/s have been masked
out
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(a)

(b)

(c)

The excessive westward extension of equatorial Pacific
cold tongue has persisted in several generations of CGCMs
over two decades (Li and Xie 2014; Li et al. 2015). The
effects of this well-known error on regional climate simulation and prediction/projection beyond the cold tongue itself
are previously overlooked to a large extent, for one important
reason. The equatorial Pacific cold tongue error does not
significantly affect the simulated El Niño amplitude, i.e., the
interannual SST warming strength over the central and eastern equatorial Pacific (Figs. 8b, 9). The present study indicates that, however, the Pacific cold tongue bias can cause an
excessive westward extension of the simulated El Niño SST
warming pattern along the equatorial Pacific, leading to a
commonly underestimated El Niño-NWP summer monsoon

relationship via a Gill-type Rossby wave response in CMIP5
CGCMs. This would limit the models’ skill of regional climate prediction. Here the predictability of anomalous tropical NWP anticyclone during boreal summers following El
Niño is measured by the correlation between the Niño3.4
SST anomalies during El Niño mature winters and the UI
during El Niño decaying summers. Indeed, models with an
equatorial cold tongue bias tend to have a weaker predictability of anomalous tropical NWP anticyclone during boreal
summers following El Niño, with the inter-model correlation
of − 0.67 exceeding the 0.001 significance level according
to the Student’s t test (Fig. 15).
In addition, our previous study (Li et al. 2016b) has also
found that models with an excessive westward extension of
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Fig. 12  Same as in Fig. 11, but
for SST (color shaded, °C) and
200-hPa velocity potential (contour interval: 0.5 × 106 m2/s) and
divergent wind (vectors, m/s)
anomalies
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Pacific cold tongue tend to have insufficient mean precipitation/clouds over the equatorial western Pacific and thus
a too weak local SST-convective feedback. This would
result in an artificially amplified SST warming over the
equatorial western Pacific under increased greenhouse
gas scenario and then a La Niña-like offsetting error of
tropical Pacific SST warming projection through Bjerknes feedback in CMIP5 CGCMs. These results highlight
the importance of reducing equatorial Pacific cold tongue
bias in CGCMs for improving climate simulation and
prediction/projection for the tropical Pacific and Asian
monsoons.
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Multi-model statistics (Figs. 8, 9) suggest that the equatorial Pacific cold tongue biases in CMIP5 CGCMs do not
significantly affect the simulated El Niño amplitude but
result in an excessive westward extension of interannual El
Niño SST warming along the equatorial Pacific. We assume
that an excessive equatorial cold tongue in CGCMs may
enhance the mean SST gradient over the equatorial western
Pacific. During an El Niño event, the westerly winds burst
on the equator and drive an anomalous eastward
( current.
)
, the
With a stronger mean west–east gradient of SST − 𝜕T
𝜕x
anomalous eastward flow (u′) would
( probably
) bring about a
� 𝜕T , especially near
larger anomalous warm advection −u 𝜕x

Effect of excessive equatorial Pacific cold tongue bias on the El Niño-Northwest Pacific summer…
Fig. 13  Composited anomalies of 850–200 hPa mean
tropospheric temperature
(color shaded, °C) and 200-hPa
streamfunction (contour interval: 1 × 106/s1) and rotational
winds (vectors, m/s) during El
Niño decaying summers for a
wCT models, b cCT models,
and c cCT models minus wCT
models. Wind speeds smaller
than 0.75 m/s in a and b and
1 m/s in c have been masked
out, respectively
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(a)

(b)

(c)

the equatorial SST frontal zone, and thus result in warmer
SST anomalies over the equatorial western Pacific, i.e., the
excessive westward extension of simulated warm El Niño
SST anomalies along the equatorial Pacific. This issue will
be explored and discussed thoroughly in the future work. It
is still unclear why the simulated El Niño amplitude cannot
be significantly affected by the excessive cold tongue bias.
We suppose that, on the one hand, an excessive cold tongue
is accompanied by the surface easterly wind bias with too
shallow a thermocline over the equatorial eastern Pacific in
oceanic models (Li and Xie 2012, 2014; Zheng et al. 2012).
This would enhance the SST-thermocline feedback in the
eastern equatorial Pacific and thus facilitate the development

of El Niño SST anomalies. On the other hand, a too cool
cold tongue is linked to the insufficient precipitation/clouds
in the equatorial Pacific in atmospheric models (Li et al.
2015, 2016b). This would weaken the response of equatorial
Pacific convection/precipitation and in turn the zonal wind
feedback to warm SST anomalies, suppressing the El Niño
development. The two effects might counteract each other.
As a result, the relationship between the simulated excessive
cold tongue bias and El Niño amplitude is not statistically
significant (Fig. 8b). This issue would be worthy of further
investigation in the future work.
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Fig. 14  Exp_SE minus
Exp_CNTL differences in a
precipitation (color shaded,
mm/day), SLP (contours, Pa),
and 850-hPa winds (vectors,
m/s) and b 850–200 hPa mean
tropospheric temperature
(color shaded, °C) and 850-hPa
streamfunction (contour interval: 0.5 × 106/s1) and rotational
winds (vectors, m/s) for El Niño
decaying summers. Here the
tropical Pacific bias pattern of
El Niño SST anomalies used to
force the sensitivity experiment
is that included in the black box
of Fig. 9d

Fig. 15  Relationship between
the mean SSTs over the equatorial Pacific cold tongue and the
predictability of anomalous
tropical NWP anticyclone during boreal summers following
El Niño among observations
and 20 CMIP5 CGCMs. Here
the predictability of anomalous
tropical NWP anticyclone during boreal summers following
El Niño is characterized by the
correlation coefficient between
the Niño3.4 SST anomalies
during El Niño mature winters
and UI during El Niño decaying
summers. The inter-model correlation (r) is shown on the top
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